The Peer-to-peer is a decentralized model where each peer has equivalent abilities providing the data (or) services to other peers. Each peer manages its own data. In this paper we present a query routing to provide an effective and efficient querying in Peer-to Peer environment. We describe how the queries need to search the target file in a largest number of peers and searching of resources is limited by assigning cluster head among the peers. The ant agent searching technique is used for query routing and ranking methodology to select the peers to minimize the overhead of network, delay.
I. INTRODUCTION
Peers are largely autonomous in particular in what data they store; in which nodes they establish semantic data dependency links with a coordinate their data. The peer-to-peer database management System (PDBMS) runs to the high level of the standard database management system, to connect its database with other peer databases on the network. This paper improves the query performance while maintaining a high degree of node autonomy. Nodes with semantically similar content are clustered together. In this system, queries are processed by identifying which self organizing network (SON) is better suited to answer it. The Objective of the paper explains about the effective query routing in P2P systems by using optimal Ant agent searching techniques. The paper is organized as follows: Section II deals with Problem definition and background of the research. Section III shows Ant agent searching technique using cluster node query routing method where three types of nodes were followed to route the query from one node to other node on peer to peer environment. Section IV concludes the paper. Section V References followed.
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II. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND RELATED WORK
Query is routed to a number of relevant peers instead of being broadcast to the whole network. Semantic query routing improves on traditional routing by prioritizing nodes which have been previously good at providing information about the types of content referred to by the query. In this paper we use ant colony searching technique for query routing. In paper [6] explains about the semantic query routing problem by locating textual information in a P2P network. It determines the shortest paths from a node that issues a query to nodes that can appropriately answer. Query traverse the network moving from the initiating node to a neighboring node and then to a neighbor until it locates the requested resource. In paper [11] an ant agent must visit every node to find the resources. When the resources are selected, it has feedback the updated results to every node as retrieving process. It results in high overhead and delay.
III. ANT AGENT SEARCHING TECHNIQUE
The peers are initially clustered based on their semantic interest. Each cluster has an elected cluster head (CH). CHs communicate with their neighbor CHs via Gateways. When a query is received by the cluster head, the searching process is carried out among CHs. Every CH maintains the list of recent queries, corresponding query hits along with the results. Once the list overflows, a replacement policy is adopted to maintain the recent query list. Every ant agent approaches the cluster head (CH) in search of resources by launching the semantic queries.
The agent records the routes that have been selected and each time it finds a resource, the data is feedback via the route established. Initially the agent verifies the current CH it has reached for availability of resources. If resource is available, it updates the table and feedbacks via the available route. Else, it enquires the neighboring CH and selects the matching peers. The rank of each peer is calculated based on query hit and cosine similarity [15] . Then the peer with the higher rank will be selected for fetching the resource. Since the searching is limited to the cluster heads, this technique minimizes the overall delay and overhead.
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Fig 1: Clustering Approach
Each time an ant decides to move towards a node by the state transition rule, some pheromone is deposited at each node that has been visited to establish a trend towards the most frequently visited nodes .Gateways only forward queries to the intended CHs indicated by the forwarding CHs. A query path terminates when the query results are found or when the TTL expires. Each CH also maintains a profile for each of its neighbor CHs, which stores the past queries answered via that neighbor CH.
The state transition rule is: The peer"s utilize this scheme to perform an online ranking of its neighbors in order to determine to which one to forward a query. To compute the ranking of each peer, node compares query to all remaining queries in the profiling structure, for which there is a query hit
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an intelligent searching technique for semantic query routing problem in peer-to-to networks. The clusters are formed based on the semantic interest of users. For query routing, the ant colony optimization technique is considered. Ant agent records the routes that have been selected, and each time it finds a resource, it updates the table and feedback via the available route and feedback is based on global update strategy. If the resource is not available in the chosen cluster, ant agent enquires neighboring cluster and selects the matching peers. There is significant reduction in the overhead of network and delay. In future by simulation results, we will show that the proposed approach is most efficient technique for p2p networks.
